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ABSTRACT

An approach is proposed for computerized simulation of meshing of aligned and misaligned involute helical gears. Algorithms for TCA (Tooth

Contact Analysis) computer programs were developed. Influence of misalignment on the shift of the bearing contact and txansmission errors has been

investigated. Numerical examples that illustrate the developed theory are provided.
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parabola coefficient of function that represents the tooth profile of pinion rack-cutter (Fig. 10)

lead

gear ratio

coordinate transformation matrix (from Sj to Si)

unit normal vector to surface _i represented in coordinate system Sf

unit normal to surface Yi

tooth number of the pinion (i = 1) or the gear (i = 2)

normal vector to the rack-cutter surface Y_r (r = c,t)
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Abi (i = 1,2)

A,i(i= 1,2)

Z i(i = 1,2)

Zr(r=c,t)

Wi (i= 1,2)

radius of base cylinder (Figs. A. 1.1 and A. 1.2)

radius of pitch circle of the pinion (gear)

position vector of surface _i represented in coordinate system Sf

position vector represented in S i

gear tooth thickness on the pitch cylinder

coordinate system i

Surface parameters of Y_r (Figs. 10 and A.5.1)

Relative velocity of surface _i point with respect to surface Y.j point

Pinion space width on the pitch cylinder

Profile angle of the involute profile at the point of intersection of the involute profile with the pitch circle (Figs. A. 1.1 and A. 1.2)

helix angle on the pinion (gear) pitch cylinder (Figs. 9 and A.5.1 )

surface parameters (see 0i in Figs. A. 1.1 and A. 1.2)

half of angular width on base cylinder (Fig. A. 1.1)

error of profile angle of normal section of pinion rack-cutter

error of shaft angle (Fig. A.1.3)

error of pinion lead angle ApI

gear transmission error (Fig. 3)

half of tooth thickness on base cylinder (Fig. A. 1.2)

lead angle on the base cylinder of radius rbi

lead angle on the pitch cylinder of radius rpi

pinion and gear tooth surfaces

rack-cutter surfaces

rotation angles of pinion and gear being in mesh with the rack-cutter Y'r (r = c,t), respectively (Fig. A.5.2)

1. INTRODUCTION

Computerized simulation of meshing and contact (Tooth Contact Analysis - TCA) was developed for spiral bevel and hypoid gear drives with tooth

surfaces are in point contact, (User's Manual, Litvin, EL. and Gutman, Y., 1981, Litvin, EL., et al., 1995, and Stadtfeld, H.J., 1993.) There is a great need

to develop TCA computer programs for tooth surfaces that are initially in line contact that become point contact due to misalignment. A typical example
of such gear drives is the conventional involute helical gear drive.

An approach is proposed that permits the investigation of the influence of gear misalignment on the shift of the bearing contact and transmission

errors. Effective methods of crowning of gear tooth surfaces are proposed. The approach is complemented with a TCA computer program. Numerical

examples that illustrate the developed approach are provided.
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2. SIMULATION OF MESHING

General Considerations

For simulation of meshing, coordinate systems S l and S 2 that are rigidly connected to pinion 1 and gear 2, respectively (Fig. A. 1.3), are applied. The

meshing, of the gear tooth surfaces is considered in the fixed coordinate system ST that is rigidly connected to the housing.

Coordinate system St, is an auxiliary fixed coordinate system. Coordinate system Sq is applied to simulate misalignment (Fig. A. 1.3). Gear tooth surface

Y'i (i = 1,2) of a helical gear and the surface unit normal are represented in S i by vector functions r_(u i, 01 ) and ni(01), respectively, where (u i, 01) are the

surface parameters (see Appendix 1). Using coordinate transformation from S i to S/, we represent the conditions of continuous tangency of gear tooth

surfaces by following vector Eqs.(2-5).

(1)

"_)(O1, _1)- n_)(02, ¢_2) = 0 (2)

Vector Eqs. (1) and (2) yield only five independent equations

J_(Ul01, _1 ,u2,02,_2) = 0 f/ E C 1 (i = 1,2 ..... 5) (3)

since

nO)= n_2) =1 (4)

Equation system (3) contains six unknowns but one parameter, say Ol, may be chosen as input. The continuous solution of equation system (3) is an

iterative process that is based on the following considerations:

(1) Assume that system (3) of nonlinear equations is satisfied at a point

p(O) / (o) ,-,(o) .,(o) (o) ,,(o) ,_(o)/
=_Ul 't_l '_ 'U2 'OZ ,V'2 ] (5)

and the Jacobian of the fifth order satisfies the requirement

_f_ _ _J5 aJ5
As = _ _01 _u2 _02 _02

(2) Then we can solve Eqs. (3) in the neighborhood of p(0) by functions

* 0 (i = 1_) (6)

{Ul(Ol),Ol(Ol),U2(Ol),O2(Ol),O2(Ol)}eC I (7)

(3) Inequality (6) is observed when the gear tooth surfaces are in point contact. In this case, using functions (7) we are able to obtain: (i) the path

of contact on surface ]_i (i = 1,2) represented as

ri(.,.o,), ),o,(¢,) (8)

and (ii) the transmission errors determined as

N1

AO2(I_I) = _2 (_1)- _ _1 (9)

The solution discussed above is found numerically. A subroutine for solution of nonlinear equations is represented in User's Manual, 1989. The

approach discussed is applied for simulation of meshing of misaligned helical gears. As a reminder that due to misalignment the line contact of tooth

surfaces is turned out into point contact.
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Ed_oe (_onta¢t

Equations (1) and (2) describe continuous surface-to-surface tangency. However, it is not excluded that due to misalignment edge contact will occur

that means curve-to-surface tangency when the edge of a surface of one gear (represented as a curve) will contact the surface of the mating gear.

Considering the case when the edge of the pinion is in mesh with the surface of the gear, we will use the following equations

l'_l)("l (01), 01, _1) = r_2) (. 2 02,_2 ) (10)

(11)

Equations (10) and (11) represent a system of four nonlinear equations in four unknowns (fl is considered as the input paramter). The solution to the

system of Eqs. (10) and (1 l) allow to obtain functions

el (_1), 02 (_l), U2 (_1), _2 (_1) (12)

All three cases of meshing, such as surface-to-surface with instantaneous point contact, edge contact, and line contact (see below), may exist in

meshing of involute helical gears when they are rnisaligned or aligned.

Simulation of Meshina of Ali_aned Helical Gear_

In this case, the gear tooth surfaces are in line ctonact and the Jacobian D 5 (Eq. (6)) becomes equal to zero. The TCA is based on the algorithm

represented in Appendix 3. Two input parameters, say f! and u!, must be applied and then we will get that the matrix

(13)

will be of rank 4. THe instantaneous line of contact on surface Y+i(i = 1,2) is the q--line of the vector function r i (ui, qi)" This line is the tangent to the helix

on the base cylinder of gear i (Fig. 1). Computations conl'u'm that the transmission funciton is a linear one represented as

N 1

_2 (_I)= _22 _1 (l 4)

and the transmission errors are zero.

Simulation of Meshina of Misallaned Involute Helical GearR

The TCA computer program developed was applied to investigate of the following erros: Dg--the shaft angle error (when the axes become

crossed), Danl normal proifle angle error of the rack-cutter that generates the pinion, and Dlpl--pinion lead angle error on the pitch cylinder.

The manufacturing of helical gears is based on application of two imaginary rack-cutters that like a molding complements a casting. The pinion and

the gear are generated separately, but the imaginary rack-cutters have the same profile angle a n in the normal section. Error Danl means that anl _ an2.

Parameter a n does not exist directly in the surface and surface unit normal equations (see Appendix 1). However, error Danl affects the design

parameters atl, rbl, and lbl as follows (see Appendix 2)

At_t I _ sin 2¢Xtl At_n 1 (15)
sin 20tnl

A_,b 1 = sin 2_,bl tan _tl Aott 1 (16)
2
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Contact lines

i \
\

\

rb

L__Base

cylinder
helix

Figure 1 .---Contact lines on tooth surfaces of a
helical gear.

Arbl = -rp] sin deft Anti (17)

In the real process of manufacturing, error Dlpl is caused due to lead error H I. Using the relationships between the design parameters (see Appendix

2), the following is obtained:

A_'P 1 _ sin 2kpl
2H] AH l (18)

Equation (18) permits D1pl to be obtained considering the lead error DH 1 is known.
Due to misaligmnent, the line contact of tooth surfaces is turned into point contact. The TCA for point contact is based on the application of

equation system (3). The algorithm for initial guess for the solution of equation system (3) is represented in Appendix 4.

The influence of errors Dg, Dan], and Did ] was investigated in the following ways: (i) as the impact by the separate action of each of the errors, and

(ii) as the impact by action of the following combination of errors: Dg, Dlpl, and Danl and Dlpl.

The separate action of errors Dl and Dlpl causes an edge contact (Fig. 2) and a discontinuous, almost linear function of transmission errors (Fig. 3).

Error Danl causes paths of contact shown in Fig. 4 but does not cause transmission errors. The drawings shown in Figs. 2 to 4 are based on computation

for a gear drive with the following data: N 1 = 30 N 2 = 100, a_ = 20 ° P_ = 5(1/in.) I_= 60 ° and L = 1.6(in.).

The combination of errors Og and Dlpl when _l_l _ IA_.pl causes also an edge contact (Fig. 5). The function of transmission errors for one cycle

of meshing is a combination of two almost linear functions with different values of slope (Fig. 6). The combination of errors Danl and Dlpl causes the
path of contact on the edge of the tooth length (Fig. 7) and an almost linear function of transmission errors (Fig. 8).

There is a particular case, when IAyI ¢ lAkp, I. The meshing of gears may be consider_ in such a case as meshing of crossed involute helical gears
which tooth surfaces are in point contact. The path of contact on the tooth surface is shown in Fig. 9, the transmission function is a linear one, and there

is no transmission errors. However, the meshing of gear is not stable because even a small difference between I'Wl ] xpl will cause an edge contact
and transmission errors.
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(b) Root

Figure 2.--Edge contact caused by A_ or &Xpl = 3 arc
min: (a) pinion tooth surface, (b) gear tooth surface.
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Figure 3.mFunction of transmission errors caused by

_/or _Xpl = 3 arc mino

Tip

2 3 4 5 6 7 /

/
1 = = -- = -- e T 8

(a) Root

Tip
2 3 4 5 6 7 8

(b) Root

Figure 4.uPath of contact caused by Aanl = 3 arc
min: (a) pinion tooth surface, (b) gear tooth surface.

567 Tip

(a) Root

Tip

(b) Root

Figure 5.--Edge contact caused by &3' = 3 arc min

and &Xpl = -4 arc min: (a) pinion tooth surface,
(b) gear tooth surface.
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Figure 6.BFunction of transmission errors caused by

43, = 3 arc min and _kpl = -4 arc min.
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Figure 7.BEdge contact caused by Aanl = 3 arc min

and Akpl = -2 arc min: (a) pinion tooth surface,
(b) gear tooth surface.
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Figure 8.--Function of transmission errors caused by

_anl = 3 arc min and _kpl = -2 arc min.
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(a) Root
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Figure 9.--Path of contact caused by _/= 3 arc min

and _kpl = -3 arc min: (a) pinion tooth surface,
(b) gear tooth surface.
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3. GENERATION AND MODIFICATION OF TOOTH SURFACES

The derivation of tooth surfaces is based on the imaginary process of generation of conjugate surfaces by application of two rack-cutters. The

generating surfaces of the rack-cutters are represented respectively by plane _t and cylindrical surface Y'c that differs slightly from plane Yt (Fig. 10).

The rack-cutter surfaces _c and Y't are rigidly connected each to other in the process of the imaginary generation, and they are in tangency along straight

line ObZ b (Fig. 10). This line and axes of the gears form angle b, that is equal to the helix angle on the pinion (gear) pitch cylinder. Figure 11 shows the

normal sections of the rack-cutters. Rack-cutter surface Y'c generates the pinion tooth surface Yl, and a rack-cutter surface _t generates the gear tooth

surface ,Y-,2"

ApDlled Coordinate Systems

Movable coordinate systems Sr (r = c,t), S 1 and S2 are rigidly connected to the tools (rack-cutters), the pinion and the gear, respectively. The fixed

coordinate systems S m and S n are rigidly connected to the frame of the cutting machine (Fig. A.5.2).
Generating Surface

The rack-cutter surface _t (r = c,t) is represented in Sr by the equation

r r = rr(U r, lr) (19)

where Ur, Ir are the surface parameters.

The normal to the rack-cutter surface is represented as

Nr t)rr c3rr= -- x (20)
_1 r OUr

Equations (19) and (20) must be derived twice to represent the working surfaces of two rack-cutters that generate the pinion and the gear, respec-

tively (see Appendix 5).

Parallel to gear axes

/
Zb

Ob

_,t

Figure 10.--Rack-cutter surfaces.

J
(a)

u t

\

\

r_ -rc-2

Figure 11 .--Normal sections of rack-cutters.
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Generated Surface

The generated surface Y_i"(i = 1,2), the pinion or the gear surface, is determined as the envelope to the family of rack-cutter surfaces. Surface Y-i

is determined in Si (see Appendix 5) by the Eqs. (3) and (4).

ri(ur, lr, llli)= Mir(l!li)ri(ur, lr) (21)

N r" V(rr/) = f(Ur, Jr, I//i) = 0 (22)

Here: (u r, Ir) are the rack-cutter surface parameters; Yi is the generalized parameter of motion in the process for generation; N r is the normal to the
. (ri) is the relative velocity in meshing of the rack-cutter and the generated surface. Equation (21) represents in S i the family ofrack-cutter surface; v r

rack-cutter surfaces. Equation (22) is the equation of meshing that is the necessary condition of envelope existence.

Equations (2 !) and (22) represent surface Y_i by three related parameters. Taking into account that Ir is a linear parameter in equation of meshing,

it can be eliminated and surface Y_i can be represented in two-parameter form, by parameters ur, Yi (see Appendix 5).

Simulation of Meshing

Using the conditions of continuous tangency of gear tooth surfaces (1) and (2), and solving the equation systems (3), we can obtain the contact path

on pinion and gear tooth surfaces, respectively. Since the pinion tooth surface is modified and generated by cylindrical surface Y'c of the rack-cutter, the

pinion and gear tooth surfaces are in mesh in point contact. The contact path is directed along the tooth length. Although the misalignment Dg occurs,

the contact path is still close to the mean line. Figures 12 and 13 show the TCA results for the case of Dg = 3 arc min. Figure 12 shows that the contact

path is in the middle of the pinion (gear) tooth surface and Fig. 13 shows that the function of transmission errors is an almost linear. The results of TCA

confirm that the localization of contact is a necessary but not a sufficient condition of the improvement of meshing of helical gears. Due to the shape of

transmission errors shown in Fig. 13, the transfer of meshing to the neighboring pair of teeth will be accompanied with high acceleration and vibration.

This defect can be avoided by application of a predesigned parabolic function of transmission errors that is able to absorb the almost linear function of

transmission errors (Litvin, F.L., 1994). Various methods of the predesign of a parabolic function of transmission errors were proposed in

Litvin, EL., et al., 1995.

Tip

t, -O- -O- --O- -O- -O- "O- ,- • - • -

(a) Root

Tip

o._o._o_-o-.-o_.o-o- o-e-o- t

(b) Root

Figure 12.--Path of contact caused by A_/= 3 arc
min: (a) modified pinion tooth surface, (b) gear tooth
surface.
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-10

-15

-20

_2

B

J

/
/

/

L I I I I L I I I
-25 -20 -15-10 -5 0 5 10 15 20

Figure 13.--Function of transmission errors for
modified involute helical gear drive when

_/= 3 arc min.
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4. CONCLUSION

Based on the study contained herein the following conclusions can be drawn:

1. Equations of gear tooth surfaces with localized bearing contact were developed.

2. Algorithms for TCA (Tooth Contact Analysis) of aligned and misaligned involute helical gear drives have been developed.

3. Numerical examples that illustrate the developed theory and permit one to determine the influence of errors of alignment are presented. Lead

correction may be accompanied with edge contact (Fig. 2).
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APPENDIX 1. EQUATIONS OF PINION AND GEAR TOOTH SURFACES

The equations presented in Litvin, F.L., 1994 for tooth surfaces of helical involute gears and the coordinate systems are used. The tooth side surface

II (Yq) of a left-hand pinion (see the cross-section in Fig. A. 1.10) and the unit normal n I to the surface are represented as follows:

F rbl cos(O, + I.tl)+u, cos Xb] sin(O, + ]./l) ]

rl(u I , 0l):| -rol/sin(01 +/11)+ ul cos Xbl cos(01 + Pl)|' (A.I.I)

L -u I sin Xb] + plOi ]

nl(ql) =

-sin _Lblsin(q 1 + ml)]
/

- sin Lbl c°s(ql + ml )/

J-- Cos _'bl

(A.1.2)

The surface tooth side II ('Y-'2)of a right-had gear (see the cross-section in Fig. A. 1.2) and the unit normal n 2 to the surface are represented by the

equations

[ rb2co (02- 02)+u2cos sin(02- "2)]
r2 (u2, 02 ) :/-rb2 sin(02 - 02) + u2 cos ;_b2 c°s(02 - 02)| (A. 1.3)

l u 2 sin _'b2 - P202 .J

Fsin _,b2 sin(02 - 02)]

n2(02) = |sin %2 cos(Oz - 772)/

L -- COS _'b2 J

(A.1.4)

Here: (u i, qi) (i =1,2) are the surface parameters. The relationships between the design parameters are represented in Appendix 2 and their notations

are given in the nomenclature.

For simulation of meshing coordinate systems S 1 and S2 that are rigidly connected to pinion 1 and gear 2, respectively (Fig. A. 1.3) are applied. The

meshing of the gear tooth surfaces is considered in the fixed coordinate system Sfthat is rigidly connected to the housing. Coordinate system St, is an

auxiliary fixed coordinate system. Coordinate system Sq is applied to simulate the errors of assembly (Fig. A. 1.3).

X,

Profile of II- j,,=_tl

Projection.
ofn I _"

/ \\

Figure A.1.1 .---Cross section of helical pinion (1).

x 2

//-- Projection of n2
Ect2

Figure A.1.2.--Cross section of helical gear (2).
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Figure A.1.3.--Applied coordinate system.
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APPENDIX 2.--RELATIONS BETWEEN THE DESIGN PARAMETERS

The input design parameters are: N 1, N 2, Pn' °tn' and _,p. For ideal gearing we have: Ctnl = ctn2, &pl = _'p2, _'bl = ;l'b2"

The remaining design parameters (see the nomenclature) are determined as follows

tanani (i= 1,2)tan t2ti = --
sin _'pi '

(A.2.1)

/t
(A.2.2)

Pti = Pn sin _'pi

Wtl = -- (assuming that the backlash is zero) (A.2.3)
2

Pt2 (A.2.4)
st2 =_

2

Ni (A.2.5)

rpi - 2P n sin _.pi

rbi = rpi cos otti (A.2.6)

tail _.pi
tan _'bi = ---- (A.2.7)

cos o_ti

Pi = tbi tan _.bi = rpi tan _'pi (A.2.8)

H i = 2r_pi (A.2.9)

Pl = rbl = rP 1 = NI =m21 (A.2.10)

P2 rb2 rp2 N2

NASA TM-107451 13



APPENNDIX &--ALGORITHM OF TCA FOR ALIGNED GEARS

The TCA computer program requires the solution of the system of Eq. (3). The algorithm developed is based on computation by the following steps:

Step 1: In the case of aligned gears we have

_'bl --- _'b2 = _'b (A.3.1)

(1)
Step 2: Considering nxf = n_ ) arid n_ ) = (2)nyf , we obtain the equation

01 + fll -- 41 ----02 -- 02 + 42 (A.3.2)

wherefl is the input parameter.

Considering x o) = x_ 2) and Eqs. (A.3.I) to (A.3.2), weStep 3: obtain

(rbl + rb2)C°s(Ol +//1- 41) +(Ul + u2)
(A.3.3)

x cos _.b sin(01 + _I - 41) = E

Considering y_l) = y(2) and Eqs. (A.3.1) to (A.3.2), weStep 4: obtain

+ + + +.:)
(A.3.4)

×cos_bcos(01+ Ul- 4_)= 0

Step 5: Considering Z_1) = Z(2) and Eq. (A.3.1), we obtain

(Ul +U2)sin_.b-PlO 1 -P202 =0 (A.3.5)

Step 6: Equations (A.3.3) and (A.3.4) yield

Step 7: Equations (A.3.4) and (A.3.5) yield

Step 8: Equations (A.3.2) and (A.3.6) yield

Step 9: Equation (A.3.5) yields

191= °tt + _1 - 111 (A.3.6)

02 =(N_-+l)tant_t- NI01Nz
(A.3.7)

02 = 712 - 02 + tXt (A.3.8)

rblO 1 + rb202

u2 = cos _Lb Ul (A.3.9)

Note: parameter u I is the second input parameter, in addition to 01, that is required for the TCA for aligned gears.

NASA TM-107451 14



APPENDIX 4.--TCA ALGORITHM FOR MISALIGNED GEAR DRIVES

An initial guess is required for the solution of equation system (3) in the case of gear misalignment. The required set of parameters,

p(O)_ (, (0) ,z(o) _(0) , (0) a(o) _(0)' I
- _l , Vl ,'el , "2 , v2 ,'e2 ], can be obtained by the following derivations

(1) .(2) we obtain
Step 1: Using equation nz,f = "zf '

cos (I) 2 =
cos _bl - cos _b2 cos A_,

sin/I, b2 sin A7

((I)2 = 02 -- 772 + 1_2)
(A.4.1)

We consider that when pinion lead angle error, Dlpl, occurs, we have Jgbl _: _'b2 and _'pl g: _,p2 (see Appendix 2).

Step 2: Using equation n0 )xf= n(2)xfl we obtain

sin (I:)1 sin _'b2 • ((I)1 01 + _/1 -- 41)
= sin _'b---_sin (I)2, :

(A.4.2)

Step 3: Using equation x_ ) = x_ 2), we obtain

l (E_rb2cosO2_x(_)) (A.4.3)
u2 = cos _t,b2 sin • 2

Step 4: Using equation y_) = y_2), we obtain

02 _ 1 [y_) + u2 sin Xb2 sinAT
P2 sin A 7

--(rb2 sinfl)2 -u2 coskb2 COSO2)cosAT] (A.4.4)

Step 5: Using equaton z_ 1) = z_2), we obtain

Step 6: Equation (A.4.2) yields

Step 7: Equations (A.4.1) and (A.4.2) yield

_ 1 /Z(2 )
01-'_'1_ f +ulsinXbl)

(A.4.5)

_l ---- 01 d- ]A l -- O 1 (A.4.6)

@2 = 02 -- 02 + 7"/2 (A.4.7)

When u I is chosen, the other five parameters may be determined by Eqs. (A.4.3) to (A.4.7). Parameter u I is related with the magnitude r I of the

position vector of the pinion cross-section by the equation
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Ul -- COS _'bl (A.4.8)

where rdl < rl< ral.

Equations (A.4.3) to (A.4.5) and (A.4.7) to (A.4.8) permit one to determine parameters p_0) as the initial guess for the solution of the system of Eq.

(3) considering that fl is given.
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APPENDIX 5.--SURFACES OF TOOTH RACK-CUI-FERS

As a reminder, that two rack-cutters are applied for the separate generation of the gear and the pinion (Fig. 1l(a)). The gear rack-cutter is a

conventional one that is used for generation of involute gears and its normal section is represented in Sc2 (Fig. 11(c)) as

V UtCOS_. n 1

rc2(Ut)=Mc2brb(ut)=lam-U_Sln_n j

(A.5.1)

where (Fig. 1l(c))

a m =-_n,rb(Ub)=[-u, 0 0 1] T (A.5.2)

The equations of the surface and the unit normal to the surface of gear rack-cutter Y't are represented in St as

rt(ut,lt)= Mtc2rc2(Ut) (A.5.3)

3rt 0rt
x

Olt Ou t

nt - Oft x Oft

(A.5.4)

where (Fig. A.5.1 (b))

i 0 0 0

cos_ sin_ I t sin

Mtc2 = - sin [3 cos _ I t cos n_

0 0 1

(A.5.5)

For the purpose of localization of contact, the normal section of pinion rack-cutter deviates from the normal section of the gear rack-cutter and is

represented in Scl as (Fig. 11 (b))

I -u c coslx n -ac u2 sintx n 1

rcl(Uc ) = Mclbrb(Uc) = ]u c sin an -- acU2cc°s 0on - °tin]

L o j
(A.5.6)

zt ze2

_Yt
Ot.°

Figure A.5.1 .--To derivation of rack-cutter surface.
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where

2 0 1]Trb(Uc):-[-Uc

The surface equation of pinion rack-cutter Y'c is represented in Sc

(A.5.7)

where (Fig. A.5.1(a))

rc(uc,lc)=Mcclrcl(Uc) (A.5.8)

Ii 0 0 0

cos 13 - sin 13 -l c sin 13

Mccl= -sin_ cos_ Iccos

0 0 1

The unit normal to _c is represented in S c by equations

Nc _r c /)r c

nc=_'Nc=_c X_cuc

that yield

(A.5.9)

(A.5.10)

n c =

1 [ -sinan +2acUcC°S°tn l

2 2 |-(cosan + 2acUcCOSa,,)cos_| (A.5.11)
41+4acUc [_-(costx n + 2acUcCOSan)COS_J

Eauation of Meshinu

In the process for the generation, the two rigidly connected rack-cutters perform translational motion, while the pinion and gear perform rotational
motions as shown in Fig. A.5.2.

The equation of meshing between surface Y'r (r = c,t) of the rack-cutter and the pinion (gear) tooth surface Y'i (i =1,2) can be represented as

Yl

yn=

Oc- / I

Xl X n

YC _

(a)

x t Xm

Ot- T "Yt

x2 _ Y2

(b) OntO 2 " Ym

Figure A.5.2.---Generation of pinion and gear by rack-cutters.
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f(Ur, Ir, I//,)=0 (A.5,12)

where Yi is the angle of rotation of the gear in the process for generation. The derivation of equation of meshing is based on the theorem that the common

normal to Y_rand _'i must pass through the instantaneous axis of rotaton. Thus, we have

Xr - xr _ Yr - Yr _ Zr - zr

nxr nyr nzr

(A.5.13)

Here (Fig. A.5.2) we have

(i) (X t = O, Yj = rp2y2) in the case for gear generation.

(ii) (X c = O, Yc = -rplYl) in the case for pinion generation.

After transformations, we obtain the following equations of meshing between Yl and _c, and ]L2 and _r respectively

I(uc, lc, Igl) = rnll//1 - lc sin [3 - a m cos

( 22)u c l+2a cu c cos 13
+ =0

sin a n - 2acU c cos a n

(A.5.14)

f(u,,lc, _2 ) = rp2Vl 2 -l, sin_ - a m cos_

+ U t COS_....__ : 0

sin o_n

(A.5.15)

where _ (i = 1,2) is the angle of pinion and gear rotation.

Tooth Surfaces

Pinion tooth surface Yi is generated by rack-cutter tooth surface ]_c and is represented in S l by the equations

rl(uc,lc,lP'i)= MinMncrc(uc,lc), f(uc,lc,lll,)=O (,4.5.16)

where (Fig. A.5.2(a))

Mln

cos_l sinl/s I 007

- sin gt 1 cos IV1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0

(A.5.17)

Mn c = 1 0 rplqt t
01 0
00 1

Gear tooth surface Y--2is represented in S 2 by the following equation

r2(uc,lc, ll/2) = M2.Mmtr,(ut,l, ), f(ut,lt, lg2) = 0

(A.5.18)

(A.5.19)
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where(Fig.A.5.2(b))

M2m = cos 2sin 2oilsin 9'2 cos_2 0
0 0 1
0 0 0

(A.5.20)

Mint r 2]= 1 0-rp2¢2
01 0
00 1

(A.5.21)
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